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FCD TECHNOLOGYFCD TECHNOLOGYFCD TECHNOLOGYFCD TECHNOLOGY

TheThe project,project, PDPD 239239//0303 RevRev..11 (F),(F), waswas implementedimplemented inin thethep jp j ( )( ) pp
PhilippinesPhilippines (DENR(DENR CALABARZONCALABARZON Region)Region) fromfrom 20042004--
20062006 underunder thethe auspicesauspices ofof ITTOITTO thruthru GovernmentsGovernments ofof
JapanJapan andand RepublicRepublic ofof SouthSouth KoreaKoreaJapanJapan andand RepublicRepublic ofof SouthSouth KoreaKorea

ForestForest CanopyCanopy DensityDensity (FCD)(FCD) MapperMapper VerVer22 softwaresoftware waswaspypy yy ( )( ) pppp
developeddeveloped byby DrDr.. AtsushiAtsushi RikimaruRikimaru ofof JOFCAJOFCA forfor ITTOITTO

FCDMFCDM utilizesutilizes LANDSATLANDSAT andand ASTERASTER imagesimages toto
generategenerate forestforest canopycanopy densitydensity mapsmaps showingshowing thethe stratifiedstratified
forestforest covercover
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OneOne ofof thethe basicbasic objectivesobjectives ofof FCDFCDOneOne ofof thethe basicbasic objectivesobjectives ofof FCDFCD
projectproject isis toto enableenable policypolicy--makersmakers toto
accessaccess informationinformation onon thethe statusstatus ofof
forestforest conditionsconditions andand formulateformulate sciencescience--
basedbased decisionsdecisions andand actionsactions..

Definition: Forest Canopy Density (FCD)
refers to the proportion of an area in the
field/ground that is covered by the crown
of trees and is expressed in percentageof trees and is expressed in percentage
of the total area.
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SATELLITE   IMAGES (LANDSAT ETM7) - RAW DATA
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Forest 
Canopy 
D itDensity   
Software 
used toused to 
generate 
digital g
stratified 
forest cover 
maps 
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Map showing the 
stratified forest cover in 
different canopy density 
classes (1-100%) using
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classes  (1 100%)  using 
FCD software



Closer view of FCD map  showing degraded areas
(open/marginal sites w/ 1- 40% crown cover density)
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( p g y)
addressing  climate  change  mitigation,  REDD,

CDM,  SFM   and  FLR  concerns



FCD Map of an 
Industrial ForestIndustrial Forest 
Management 
Agreement 
(IFMA) showing   
existing natural 
vegetationvegetation 
cover for SFM 
(e.g. harvesting, 
silviculturalsilvicultural 
treatments, 
reforestation, 
afforestation, 
NTFPs, 
protection, etc.) 
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p , )
another feature 
of FCDM



FCD Map  
superimposed 
with variouswith various 
themes (e.g. 
boundary, landboundary, land 
classification, 
road networks, 
river system, 
fault line and  

id li ) fgrid lines) for 
decision making  
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FCD data/output   used 
to  generate     status g
of   forest cover  over 
time using different 
satellite data sets (orsatellite data sets  (or 
time series). 

R lt b dResults  can be   used 
as a tool  for   CDM  
activities , i.e. C-credit 
trading purposes over 
the same area 
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FCD Map  
superimposed with  
aerial photo p
showing positive 
correlation (map 
data is highlydata is highly 
correlated with 
ground data), 
hence, cost-
effective for SFM, 
FLR, REDD, CDM , ,
and  Climate 
Change Mitigation 
activities
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activities
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THE WAY  FORWARD

Forest Canopy Density (FCD) technology has been
tested to generate digital stratified forest covertested to generate digital stratified forest cover
maps and status of forest cover over time (time
series) geared towards cost-effective operations
for SFM, FLR, REDD, CDM and Climate Change
Mitigation activities.

Thus, it is recommended to use FCD technology as a
tool in identifying/delineating suitable areas for
climate change mitigation FLR SFM REDD and CDMclimate change mitigation, FLR, SFM, REDD and CDM
concerns through a possible resolution between
ITTO and UNFCCC.
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THANK YOUHANK YOU
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